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Monsters, says Jeffrey Jerome Cohen (1996, p. 4), are born at “metaphoric crossroads, as an
embodiment of a certain cultural moment—of a time, a feeling, a place”. Anthropology, I
propose, can gain much by (a) focussing on monsters, and (b) understanding them as
crucially entangled in all sorts of transformative processes, from neocolonialism via
technological, infrastructural or economic changes to Anthropocene climate disasters.
Based on fieldwork with Warlpiri people at Yuendumu (Northern Territory, Australia), I
explore some pressing issues facing them through analyses of their encounters with
monsters. Concentrating on just two, kurdaitcha (humanoid killers with superhuman
strength and powers) and pangkarlangu (giant hairy cannibals, I illuminate how the monsters
haunting Warlpiri people today paint a bloodcurdling picture of what haunts Warlpiri
people besides the monsters themselves: neo-colonial violence in the case of kurdaitcha
and the threat of extinction in the case of the pangkarlangu. In conclusion I contextualise
my ethnographic analyses in the broader framework of monsters and change that my
colleague Geir Henning Presterudstuen and I (2020) have suggested in our latest book.
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